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Vanadium: Chemistry, Biochemistry, Pharmacology and Practical ApplicationsCRC Press, 2007

	The first comprehensive resource on the chemistry of vanadium, Vanadium: Chemistry, Biochemistry, Pharmacology, and Practical Applications has evolved from over a quarter century of research that concentrated on delineating the aqueous coordination reactions that characterize the vanadium(V) oxidation state. The authors distill...
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A Parallel Programming with Microsoft Visual C++: Design Patterns for Decomposition and Coordination on Multicore ArchitecturesMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Your CPU meter shows a problem. One core is running at 100 percent, but all the other cores are idle. Your application is CPU-bound, but you are using only a fraction of the computing power of your multicore system. Is there a way to get better performance?

	
		The answer, in a nutshell, is parallel programming. Where you...
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Internet Management for Nonprofits: Strategies, Tools and Trade SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The essential guide for nonprofits wanting to manage their Internet applications in a coordinated, cost-effective, and efficient manner


	The rapid onset of increasingly advanced and complex technologies has challenged nonprofits to invest with their sparse resources in attempting, and failing, to keep pace with for-profit...
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Managing Information Security Risks: The OCTAVE ApproachAddison Wesley, 2002
Information security requires far more than the latest tool or  technology. Organizations must understand exactly what they are trying to  protect--and why--before selecting specific solutions. Security issues are  complex and often are rooted in organizational and business concerns. A careful  evaluation of security needs and...
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High-Performance Computing and Networking: 8th International Conference, HPCN Europe 2000 Amsterdam, The Netherlands, May 8-10, 2000 ProceedingsSpringer, 2000
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International Conference on High-Performance Computing and Networking, HPCN Europe 2000, held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, in May 2000. The 52 revised full papers presented together with 34 revised posters were carefully reviewed for inclusion in the book. The papers are organized in...
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Business Process Execution Language for Web Services BPEL and BPEL4WS 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2006
This book is a comprehensive guide to the usage and syntax of the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS). Two major BPEL4WS servers, the Oracle BPEL Process Manager and Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 are covered in detail, and an overview of other major BPEL4WS servers is provided. The book contains practical examples on...
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Encyclopedia of Parallel ComputingSpringer, 2012


	Parallelism, the capability of a computer to execute operations concurrently, has been a constant throughout the

	history of computing. It impacts hardware, software, theory, and applications. The fastest machines of the past few

	decades, the supercomputers, owe their performance advantage to parallelism. Today, physical limitations...
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Robotic Mapping and Exploration (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2009
"Robotic Mapping and Exploration" is an important contribution in the area of simultaneous localization and mapping  (SLAM) for autonomous robots, which has been receiving a great deal of attention by the research community in the latest few years. The contents are focused on the autonomous mapping learning problem. Solutions...
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Handbook on International Trade Policy (Elgar Original Reference)Edward Elgar Publishing, 2007

	Controversy over the conduct and coordination of international trade policy has become a politically charged issue in current times. At the World Trade Organization Ministerial Conference in Seattle in 1999, groups from civil society went to the barricades to protest various facets of ‘globalization’. Similar spectacles have been...
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Governing the Euro Area in Good Times and BadOxford University Press, 2011

	Can the euro area survive without a more centralized economic policy? What lessons can be drawn from Economic and Monetary Union about new modes of policy-making in the European Union? Have euro area members spoken with one voice on the international stage and what does this mean for the European Union's ambitions to be a global actor in...
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Making Strategy Work: Leading Effective Execution and ChangeFT Press, 2005

	Without effective execution, no business strategy can succeed. Unfortunately, most managers know far more about developing strategy than about executing it -- and overcoming the difficult political and organizational obstacles that stand in their way. In this book, leading consultant and Wharton professor Lawrence Hrebiniak offers the first...
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IT Project+ Study Guide, 2nd Edition (Exam PKO-002)Sybex, 2004
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the latest version of CompTIA’s IT  Project+ exam. This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements  of today’s certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and  accessible instructional approach that has earned Sybex the “Best Study Guide”...
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